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Information about theoccupiedportion of the surface density of states of materials can be derived
from electron-excited Auger electron spectroscopy~AES!, which is a standard experimental
technique in most surface science laboratories. Surface sensitive experimental techniques that
provide information regarding theunoccupiedportion of the surface density of states are often not
standard and are not so readily available. Here we explore the possibility of utilizing the same
experimental equipment as in AES to derive information about the unoccupied portion of the surface
density of states from a characteristic loss spectroscopy, in particular, from core-level inelastic
electron-scattering spectroscopy~CLIESS!. An important application of this technique is in
comparative studies. CLIESS spectra from clean surfaces of aluminum, beryllium and nickel are
presented. These data were taken in the first-derivative mode using the reflection of monoenergetic
primary beams of 450 eV energy for Be, and 300 eV for Al and Ni. The Al and Be spectra had to
be extracted from overlapping plasmon signals using synthesized plasmon spectra based on the
behavior of these spectra between the elastic peak energy and the respective core level threshold
energies. After applying loss-deconvolution techniques to remove secondary loss spectral
distortions, integral spectra were obtained which compared well to corresponding experimental soft
x-ray absorption and transmission electron-energy loss data as well as to theoretical calculations of
the unoccupied density-of-states for these materials. Comparison similarities as well as some
differences are discussed. Finally, in order to illustrate the potential these signals have in serving as
‘‘fingerprints’’ of surface chemistry, derivative metal-CLIESS curves for the three oxide surfaces of
the metals are also presented. ©1998 American Vacuum Society.@S0734-2101~98!00504-1#
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I. INTRODUCTION

When a beam of slow, monoenergetic electrons is
rected at the surface of a solid, some will undergo ene
losses involving electronic transitions. For very low prima
beam energy, these losses involve either collective exc
tions of the valence electrons or low-energy interband tr
sitions. These excitations in electron-energy-loss spect
copy ~EELS! are termed plasmon losses1 and interband-
transition losses,2 respectively. They can be investigate
using equipment common in any laboratory setup to st
solid-state surface phenomena, or to perform routine sur
analyses.

For a given material, new energy-loss channels
opened as the energy of the primary beam increases. T
can have sharp thresholds as the primary electron en
becomes just sufficient to excite core-level electrons
empty conduction band~CB! levels, which are just above th
Fermi energy in metals.~In the following, it is to be under-
stood that the empty CB density of states we mention is
in the presence of a core hole. This might modify its nat
considerably from that in the ground state of the met!
Since these losses involve definite core electrons in fa
narrow levels and because of the abrupt transition betw
occupied and empty levels~at the Fermi energy in metals!,

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic
landers@ifi.unicamp.br
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sharp threshold signals are seen in EELS. EELS meas
ments involving these characteristic losses may be term
core-level inelastic electron scattering spectrosco
~CLIESS!. With increasing primary beam energy, transitio
occur to higher lying CB levels. Thus, in principle, th
shapes of the CLIESS signals contain CB unoccup
density-of-states~DOS! information. In early experiments
such information was sought mostly in soft x-ray absorpt
spectroscopy~SXAS! measurements3 and work along these
lines has increased with the increasing availability of sy
chrotron light sources.4 CB DOS information is, however
also readily available in EELS measurements.5–8

Studies of plasmon losses have been concentrated
often on those light metals, e.g., Al, Mg, Na and Be, f
which such losses are theoretically expected1. For these met-
als, the plasmon loss spectrum from aluminum is perhaps
most widely investigated.9–13 This is because of the clea
~nearly! free-electron metal character of Al, of its stron
plasmon-loss signals, and of its importance in indus
There is also of course the fundamental interest in th
losses themselves and in what portion of the plasmon
tures seen both in x-ray photoemission spectroscopy~XPS!
and auger electron spectroscopy~AES! can be attributed to
intrinsic ~coherent! plasmon creation as opposed to extrins
~incoherent! plasmon creation.9,10 Both of these mechanism
have practical importance in making XPS more useful
quantitative surface analyses of solids. We will see, furt
il:
259516 „4…/2595/9/$15.00 ©1998 American Vacuum Society
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 Redi
on, that the strong plasmon loss signals present comp
tions in the study of CB DOS information from CLIESS
signal line shapes.

This article is concerned with the results of EELS me
surements involving medium energy electrons, 100 eV<
primary energy<500 eV, and using only the energy resol
tion provided by conventional surface analysis equipm
more generally used for AES. The EELS information c
obviously be obtained using higher primary energies in
transmission mode if the sample is thin enough, but for st
ies of metals, semiconductors and some insulating mater
the reflection mode with medium energy electrons provide
convenient complement to other surface analysis techniq
and is, by its very nature, surface sensitive. The three me
studied are representative of ‘‘free-electron-like’’~Al and
Be, because of their strong plasmon signals! and d-band met-
als ~Ni!. Changes in surface CB DOS can be readily rec
nized using CLIESS measurements without applying the d
processing techniques we describe here. This techniqu
therefore suitable for comparative studies.

The fact that the energy location of CLIESS signals c
be shifted by simply changing the energy of the exciti
electrons makes this technique of practical use in ca
where overlapping AES signals may result in unresolv
questions in surface analyses. In XPS the photoemission
nals are similarly tied to the energy of the exciting particl
Thus, in principle, these signals could also be moved to
position in the energy spectrum. In most laboratory syste
however, a limited number of x-ray sources, one or two w
nontunable energies, are available. Therefore, the XPS
nals from these systems are as restricted in energy loca
~or almost so in the case of two sources! as the AES signals

The primary concern in this article will be with the ex
traction of CB DOS information from CLIESS and how
compares with the results of other experimental probes of
CB DOS for these materials, as well as with theoretical D
calculations. The reliability of the CB DOS information co
tained in our processed CLIESS data is demonstrated
these comparisons. For Al and Be the plasmon-loss spec
had to be synthesized in order to separate it from the CLIE
signal. This synthesis will be discussed in terms of the effo
of others to do similar syntheses for Al and Be.9–11

II. EXPERIMENT

All three types of samples were polycrystalline. The
and Ni samples were thin films evaporatedin situ onto a thin
tungsten foil substrate. By flashing the W foil to tempe
tures>2500 K, it was possible to produce a clean substr
without detectable AES signals from surface contamina
Thus, when measurements on an Al or Ni film were co
pleted, fresh films could be deposited onto the clean W s
strate. For clean film deposition, evaporation was contin
until the substrate signal had disappeared, and the sa
was cut from 5 N purity bulk stock. Its surface was clean
by conventional argon ion bombardment and annealing te
niques. The cleanliness of the surfaces was monitored u
AES. XPS measurements were also made on the Be sa
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A, Vol. 16, No. 4, Jul/Aug 1998
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to provide reference values for the AES and CLIESS m
surements. Oxygen was the only AES-detectable surf
contaminant that built up during measurements. The work
pressure in our vacuum systems during data acquisition
less than 331028 Pa.

Cylindrical-mirror analyzers~CMAs! were used to mea
sure the EELS data—a single-pass CMA for the Al and
measurements, and a double-pass CMA for the Be meas
ments. These measurements were all taken in the deriva
mode,d(E3N(E))/dE, that is commonly used with thes
analyzers for AES measurements. Thus the integral data
had to be corrected for the energy dependence of the
lyzer transmission. The modulation voltage was 1Vpp. Sig-
nal averaging was used to obtain spectra with a signal
noise ratio greater than 25 in most cases.

III. DATA PROCESSING

Raw derivative spectral data are shown in Fig. 1. Nom
nally, the primary energy,Ep , is 300 eV for excitation of the
Al ~L23) and Ni~M23) signals; and 450 eV for the Be~K! sig-
nal. Characteristic features are evident in these p
processed, derivative data. The primary purpose of our d
processing is that of controlling only the shapes of the gr
features in the integrated signals. The relative energy va
in this and in later plots were calculated in each case by
subtracting the primary beam energy from the analyzer
ergy values and then adding a value equal to the XPS b
ing energy for the core line involved. The binding ener
values@72.6 eV for Al~L23); 111.5 eV for Be~K!; and 67 eV
for Ni~M23)# were taken from published literature, althoug
for Be the value was checked using the XPS capabilities
the double-pass CMA system.~Since our primary interes

FIG. 1. Electron-energy-loss spectra in the first-derivative mode for Be
and Ni. The abscissa gives energy-loss values referenced to the B~K!,
Al ~L23) and Ni~M23) core-level~binding energy! thresholds, respectively.
msconditions. Download to IP:  143.106.1.143 On: Fri, 15 Aug 2014 16:43:22
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 Redi
was in signal line shapes, no special care was given to
accuracy of either the analyzer energy scale or the m
reading of the primary-beam energy setting. For AES,
primary function of the single-pass system, the latter is
important.!

While the actual measured electron kinetic energies
the characteristic features in the spectra in Fig. 1 may
used to distinguish elemental signals, theshapesof the spec-
tra are also different from one another. This makes a c
identification of a given clean metal surface even more d
tinctive. Figure 2 gives plots of the same three met
CLIESS curves for oxide surfaces. Comparing the shape
the clean and oxide signals for a given metal one sees
the CLIESS shapes very clearly reflect changes in the che
cal state of the surface. A more detailed report of the effe
of oxygen on the shapes of EELS signals from these th
metals, both CLIESS and plasmon-loss signals, will be
subject of an article that is currently in preparation.14 Al-
though core-level threshold energies are most certa
changed by oxidation, the clean surface values were use
calculating the ‘‘relative energies’’ in Fig. 2. This allows a
assessment of the ‘‘chemical shifts’’ brought about by o
dation. These data demonstrate that CLIESS signals can
vide an alternative source of clear-cut surface chemistry
formation, complementing AES or XPS signals in this ro

In pure Al and Be, the incident electron loses ener
through emission of discrete numbers of bulk and surf
plasmons, represented by a plasmon loss signal,I p . For
losses greater than the binding energy of the relevant le
ionization is possible and the CLIESS characteristic loss
nal, I c , appears. When a sufficiently high number of pla
mons is emitted, the CLIESS signals of Al and Be are sup

FIG. 2. Electron-energy-loss spectra, in the~uncorrected! first-derivative
mode, for oxidized surfaces of Be, Al and Ni. The abscissa gives rela
energies referenced to theclean surfacecore-level binding energies fo
Be~K!, Al~L23) and Ni~M23).
JVST A - Vacuum, Surfaces, and Films
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imposed on the plasmon-loss spectra: the impossibility
separately measuring the plasmon and CLIESS signals in
threshold region is clear.

In order to extract the CLIESS signals, it is necessary
provide a synthesized, derivative plasmon-loss spectrum
the CLIESS-energy range. Because of its importance in
tempts at identifying intrinsic plasmon production associa
with photoelectron emission9,10 and in efforts at making XPS
a more reliable quantitative analysis technique,11 the problem
of synthesizing the plasmon spectrum has been address
number of times previously in XPS studies.

It is important to realize that accurate representations
the separate bulk- and surface-component line shapes ap
priate to our experimental situation are needed in orde
construct a truly accurate synthesized plasmon spectr
Previous syntheses of the overallI p(E) spectrum have been
performed in other applications.9–11 Of these, that which
most closely meets our requirements is related to analysi
XPS data. There are, however, some important differen
between the XPS experiments11 and those reported here:~1!
The synthesizedI p(E) curves in XPS produce agreeme
with the measured data which, although quite adequate w
comparing integral intensities,11 exhibit small departures
from the experimental data which are magnified in the
rivative spectra, giving rise to erroneous structure rivaling
overwhelming the CLIESS signal in strength.~2! The XPS
experiments produce photoelectrons whose kinetic ener
are so high that they are relatively insensitive to the surfa
so that the surface plasmon contribution to the loss spect
relatively unimportant11—our incident electrons have kineti
energies close to those corresponding to the minimum in
mean free path, so that they are sensitive to the surface
the surface plasmon component of the loss spectra is im
tant. This is clearly seen in the Be and Al curves in Fig.
where we present the integral spectra~above the CLIESS
region! corresponding to the derivative spectra in Fig. 1: t
magnitude of the first surface plasmon is clearly illustrat
~3! Finally, the very nature of the XPS and CLIESS expe
ments are different. In XPS, coupling of the valence ba
electron gas to the core hole produces, in the loss spe
intrinsic plasmon contributions and asymmetry effects
duced by electron-hole pair creation.11 These core hole asso
ciated effects are, in addition to extrinsic plasmon prod
tion, the only contribution in CLIESS which involves n
core holes for loss energies above threshold. Neglecting m
tiple surface plasmon production, the form of the backgrou
subtracted extrinsic plasmon loss spectrum~to which a back-
ground should be added! is given in Eq.~1!11

I p~E!5 (
n50

Gn~E!, ~1a!

Gn~E!5aDB~E! ^ Gn21~E!, ~1b!

G0~E!5~12asp!I 0~E!1aspdsp~E! ^ I 0~E!, ~1c!

wherea andasp are the probabilities of emission of bulk an
surface plasmons, respectively, andI 0 is the incident inten-
sity. The bulk and surface plasmon resonance line shape

e
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 Redi
denoted byDB anddsp , respectively. The symbol̂ denotes
convolution. The profile in Eq.~1a! corresponds, therefore
to the sum of extrinsic plasmon peaks, each of which i
convolution of its predecessor with the bulk plasmon re
nance line shape. Each such peak consists of a portion
rived from the incident intensity and one originating in t
surface plasmon resonance. The form of Eqs.~1! illustrates
the difference from XPS analysis:11 the absence of a cor
hole in the initial state of CLIESS obviates the necessity
including intrinsic plasmon production and electron-hole p
produced asymmetries.

Approximating the peaks by Lorentzian line shapes, a
defining the energies relative to the primary energy, we h

G0~E!5c0L~E,g!1c0
spL~E1\vsp ,g1Gsp!, ~2a!

Gn~E!5cnL~E1n\vB ,g1nGB!

1cn
spL~E1\vsp1n\v!,

L~x,G![
G/p

~x21G2!
,

cn[an~12asp!; cn
sp[anasp . ~2b!

In Eqs.~2!, we have represented the incident intensity wid
by g, and that of the bulk and surface plasmons byGB and
Gsp , respectively. The bulk plasmon losses occur, theref
at loss energiesn\vB below the primary energy, with asso
ciated surface plasmon replicas at loss energiesn\vB

1\vsp . The respective widths arenGB1g and nGB1g
1Gsp .

FIG. 3. Integral, 1/E corrected backscattered EELS curves used in l
deconvolution for Be, Al and Ni. The elastically backscattered elect
peaks are centered on the abscissa zero. The dashed curve for Ni giv
data before the scaling that was done on the loss tail. Those points o
right hand side of each curve are at zero. The plasmon peaks are num
in accordance with their citations in the text.
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A, Vol. 16, No. 4, Jul/Aug 1998
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From the form in Eqs.~1! and~2!, it appears possible to fi
the plasmon profile for energies greater than the CLIE
region, a fit which could be extended into the CLIESS
gion. After all, the bulk and surface plasmon energies a
widths have been characterized for Be and Al in energy l
experiments.15 Such a fit was applied to Be and Al XP
data11 to determine the bulk and surface plasmon energ
widths and the coefficientscn andcn

sp of the plasmon reso-
nances in Eqs.~1! and ~2!, with results in agreement with
energy loss studies.15 Application of this procedure to spec
tra such as those in Fig. 3, however, is not unambiguous:
spectra can be fit with a wide range of the parameters.
situation is illustrated in Fig. 3 where the measured Be sp
trum outside the first surface plasmon region is shown to
virtually indistinguishable from a simulation considerin
only bulk plasmons~i.e., asp50! of energy (\vB518.5 eV!
and width (Gp57.0 eV! determined from energy los
experiments15 and adjustable coefficients,c151.99, c2

50.76 andc350.32, whose relation deviates from that give
in plasmon profiles of the form of Eqs.~2!. The reason for
this difficulty is attributable to the strong Be surface pla
mon, whose effect is simulated by changing the weights
the bulk plasmons to values which are probably incorre
Inclusion of multiple surface plasmon emission would a
pear to be indicated. A similar difficulty was observed
fitting XPS data for Na 1s, whose photoelectrons have k
netic energy>300 eV and are also surface sensitive.11 A
more complete characterization of the surface plasmo
which is outside the scope of this article, is probably in
cated in order to better describe the data.

Given this situation, we adopt the frankly empirical a
proach of applying the regularity of the plasmon profile e
pression in Eqs.~1! and~2! to the total derivative mode dat
in Fig. 1: then plasmon peak bears the same relation to
n11 as then11 does to then12. Determination of this
relation allows us to extend the plasmon simulation into
CLIESS region. The empirical prescription for treatment
the plasmons determined in this way may be applicable m
widely.

Since the Be CLIESS threshold occurs at a greater
energy than that of Al, the Be plasmon signals have h
more of a chance to decay before the onset of the CLIE
signal than in the case of Al. From our previous discussi
for Be the surface component of the plasmon spectrum
found to be discernible only very close to the elastic peak
in Fig. 3. The rest of the plasmon spectrum between
elastic peak and the threshold of the Be~K!-CLIESS signal
behaves as though it consisted of only one component—
bulk plasmon—and the successive multifold convo
tions9–11 of that single component in our discussion we sh
denote as ‘‘bulk plasmons.’’ In the derivative mode in whic
our synthesis was done, the spectrum was more or le
sinusoidal curve with decaying amplitude. Finally, of th
three raw spectra in Fig. 1, the characteristic loss structur
the Be signal is the strongest and most well defined. Th
features make the task of generating a reasonably good
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thesized continuation of the Be plasmon spectrum a r
tively easy task.

Utilizing the notation for the plasmon structures embo
ied in Fig. 1: A-B-C, means minimum-maximum-minimum
we observe that third ‘‘bulk plasmon’’ of Be could be d
rived from the second, and the fourth from the third by t
following procedure:~a! we split the 2nd ‘‘bulk plasmon’’
structure, for example, into two parts, minimum-maximu
and maximum-minimum;~b! we scale these two parts sep
rately with factors~3.1!21 and ~3.4!21, respectively, and
shift the scaled segments to greater loss energies by\vB ;
and~c! we adjust only the vertical positions of the segme
for a smooth fit to the measured 3rd plasmon structure. T
empirical procedure reproduces the 3rd and 4th experime
plasmon structures very well.

For Be, therefore, we formed the synthesized plasm
loss spectrum in the CLIESS-energy ‘‘window’’ by takin
the structure of the 4th Be plasmon loss~denoted by A-B-C
minimum-maximum-minimum in Fig. 1! as a template, re
peatedly scaling~as we describe above! and shifting its seg-
ments by integer multiples of\vB , the Be bulk plasmon
energy, and aligning the shifted segments vertically unt
smooth analytic continuation was obtained. This synthesi
curve is shown in Fig. 1 along with the as-measured to
spectrum. The derivative CLIESS spectrum in Fig. 4 w
obtained by subtracting this synthesized spectrum from
total spectrum.

The analysis of Be is instructive, in that it makes cle
that this procedure works well when~a! the CLIESS thresh-
old occurs at a relatively large loss energy; and~b! the spec-
trum appears to be describable in terms of ‘‘bulk plasmon
In the case of Al, these conditions are not properly met. T

FIG. 4. CLIESS spectra for Be~K!, Al~L23) and Ni~M23) in the derivative
mode after removal of the overlapping plasmon-loss spectra for Be and
The conventions are those of Fig. 1. The data points on the high-energy
of threshold for each curve were set to zero average value before integra
JVST A - Vacuum, Surfaces, and Films
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Al ~L23) threshold occurs at a smaller loss energy than in
and there are at least two signal components, presumably
bulk and surface plasmons, that persist throughout the p
mon spectrum. For this reason, the procedure descr
above, when applied in an unmodified form, does not w
as well for the Al plasmon-loss spectrum.

For the reasons discussed above, it was not sensible t
to separate the surface and bulk plasmons in the loss s
tures of our Al films; detailed characterization of the surfa
plasmons would be indicated.11 Consequently, we formed
our Al plasma-loss synthesized spectrum in the CLIESS
gion by applying the Be procedure: the last complete~3rd!
plasma structure~A-B-C in Fig. 1! occurring before the
CLIESS threshold was used as a template which was re
cated with empirical scaling factors determined by the re
tions between the respective halves of the 2nd and 3rd p
mon structures. The first maximum of this synthesized cu
was too narrow to fit the final maximum before threshold
the total spectrum well. The features in the synthesized cu
were therefore broadened by convolution with a 53 po
(;6.37 eV full width! Savitzky–Golay smoothing array.16

The simulation curves for both Al and Be are shown
Fig. 1.

The extracted Be~K! and Al~L23) CLIESS spectra are
plotted along with the Ni~M23) CLIESS curve in Fig. 4.
These curves were first numerically integrated.~While it
goes without saying, it is important for subsequent proce
ing that the data for a given spectrum be taken with cons
energy separation between adjacent points.! Before integra-
tion a constant was added to, or subtracted from, the d
points of a file so that the average value of 10 points or
just above the CLIESS threshold~in energy! was zero. The
integration then proceeded from these points to lower
ergy. The points in this integrated signal were then divid
by their corresponding energy value in order to correct
the E3N(E) transmission characteristics of the CMA an
lyzer. Loss-deconvolution techniques17,18 were then applied
to correct thisN(E) integral spectrum.

We should mention that the data represented in Fig
correspond toI c mentioned earlier. This quantity corre
sponds to a convolution between the spectrum of initial el
trons which have lost an energy greater than the bind
energy and that of electrons excited to the conduction ba
in the presence of core hole. In our treatment, matrix elemen
effects are neglected and we assume that the spectru
inelastically scattered electrons is the same as that meas
near the primary energy. The effects of the core hole and
neglect of matrix elements is not clear. In fact, a theoreti
derivation including these effects does not exist in the lite
ture.

The loss-deconvolution was performed using the v
Cittert algorithm18,19that has demonstrated its success in c
recting for similar distortions in AES line shapes.20 Since, in
contrast with AES, the CLIESS signal could not be expec
to go to zero in the 40–50 eV region following threshold, w
made no background correction to any of the signals ot
than the simple zero suppression of the high energy end
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 Redi
fore integration, as noted above.~There is no clear-cut crite
rion available for determining the correct background in
case of CLIESS.19! In addition, the CLIESS extraction pro
cedure for Al and Be also contributes to the uncertainty
the background signal. The resulting spectra are displaye
Fig. 5 ~which we discuss in Section IV!. ~In Fig. 5 the elastic
peak position minus the relevant core-level binding ene
was taken as the zero reference value in each case.!

The data processing procedures we have described
based on the use of objective and, we feel, reasonable c
ria. Evaluation of their adequacy, however, must rely
comparisons of our loss-corrected signals with integral s
nals from other probes of the CB DOS, and with theoreti
calculations.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The N(E) loss-deconvoluted CLIESS signals are plott
in Fig. 5 as functions relative to the Fermi energy~i.e., loss
energy relative to threshold!. These curves should be com
parable with the results of other probes of the CB DOS
these materials and with theoretical DOS calculations wh
available. Soft x-ray absorption spectra form perhaps
most abundant source of reference spectra, especially fo
and Be.21 In the last two decades CLIESS in transmissio
using much higher primary beam energies than ours and
quiring thin samples, has provided an alternative library
reference spectra.5–7 Related data are found also in soft x-ra
appearance potential spectroscopy~SXAPS!22 and, more re-
cently, Bremsstrahlung Isochromat Spectroscopy~BIS!23 re-
sults.

FIG. 5. Loss-deconvolution, integral CLIESS curves for Be~K!, Al~L23) and
Ni~M23). Note that for Ni the Ni~M1) threshold is also visible. The energ
losses are referenced to the Fermi energy. Before loss deconvolutio
curves were corrected for the CMA transmission characteristics after
gration of the data in Fig. 4. The zero level for each curve is to be found
the left-hand side of each in this figure.
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A, Vol. 16, No. 4, Jul/Aug 1998
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We examine our Be~K! results first, because the extra
tion of the experimental CLIESS signals was straightf
ward, as we discussed in Sec. III. The extracted CLIESS
shape should be less distorted by errors in our analytic c
tinuation of the plasmon-loss spectrum than may be the c
for the Al~L23) line shape. Table I depicts the locations
peaks in our Be~K!-CLIESS data, relative to a threshol
value of 110.5 eV characteristic-loss energy. Also given
peak positions from SXAS measurements3,24–26 and from
two theoretical CB DOS calculations.27,28 The results from
two SXAPS studies of Be29,30 are also included in this table
These latter data should be compared not with ourN(E)
versus loss energy results but with the first~energy! deriva-
tive of @N(E) ^ N(E)#, the self convolution of ourN(E)
curve.31 Our d@N(E) ^ N(E)#/dE peak positions are also
given in the table. One sees that there are clear correlat
between our results and those of others. In particular,
CLIESS peaks at 2.5, 7.5 and 13.9 eV are in good agreem
in peak position with peaks in all SXAS and theoretical DO
curves.

The general line shapes of our spectrum and the comp
son curves are also similar: we should note that the Be~K!
results make it clear that loss-deconvolution removes m
of the ‘‘smearing’’ associated with limits on system resol
tion. This similarity indicates that our CLIESS measur
ments for Be provide signals with line shapes that give
same information about the material as do SXAS meas
ments. Agreement with theoretical calculations indicates t
this information is closely related to the CB DOS for th
material.

The Al~L23) curve in Fig. 5 can be compared to reports
an isochromat~and continuous! x-ray spectrum,32 solid
Al ~L23)

2,26 and Al~K!33 and liquid Al~L23)
34 SXAS data,

Al ~L23) transmission CLIESS measurements35 and calcula-
tions of the Al CB DOS36. Except for the Al~K! SXAS data,
whose form differs from that of the Al~L23) because of dif-
fering symmetry selection rules, all the data evince the rat
featureless@compared to that of the Be~K!# behavior in Fig.
5: a continuous rise in intensity broken only by regions
near constant, or slowly increasing, intensity up to a lo
energy of around 25.0 eV. Our derived CB DOS has
initial threshold step which is less steep than those repo
for SXAS, which we attribute to inaccuracies in ou
plasmon-loss spectrum synthesis and not to a lack of res
tion in our measurements, since our Be~K! threshold is quite
sharp.

The SXAS2,26 and transmission CLIESS35 data and theo-
retical CB DOS results36 show a strong minimum at aroun
28.0–30.0 eV loss energy, in contrast to the weak minim
in the vicinity of 30 eV loss energy in our data in Fig. 5. It
interesting to note that the shape in our data is actually clo
to that of the Al~L23) SXAS curve for liquid Al.34 Appar-
ently, the strong minimum is open to various, differin
physical interpretations.2,26,35,36There is evidence from BIS
data37 for the minimum to be an artifact of the overlap b
tween the primary spectrum and its plasmon replica.

In Fig. 5, we also present our results for Ni: we shou
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TABLE I. Comparison of our CLIESS results with spectra from other experimental probes of the conduction band DOS and with theoretical DOS ca
for elemental Be. The energy values are loss energies measured relative to the Be~K! threshold energy for the experimental data or energy above Fermi en
for the theoretical calculations. OurN(E) results are compared on the left side of the table with SXAS results and with theoretical CB-DOS calculatio
the right side of the table ourd@N^ N#/dE results are compared with SXAPS data. (@N^ N# denotes the convolution square of the functionN(E).! The ‘‘Peak
No.’’ assignments are based on an arbitrary segmenting of the energy loss spectrum. The segments become larger with increasing loss en
experimental peaks become broader. The theoretical DOS calculations extended only;18 eV and;10 eV above the Fermi energy for Refs. 27 and 2
respectively. Peaks reported in the No. 7 peak window for SXAS and SXAPS were identified in the original references as due to extrinsic plasmon l
loss-deconvolution processing is designed to remove such features.

Soft x-ray
appearance

Soft x-ray absorption Theoretical Our CLIESS potential
spectroscopy CB-DOS results spectroscopy

Peak No. Ref. 3 Ref. 24 Ref. 25 Ref. 26 Ref. 27 Ref. 28 N(E)
d@N^ N#

dE
Ref. 29 Ref. 30

1 1.2 eV 1.2 eV 1.1 eV 1.2 eV 2.6 eV 2.2 eV 2.5 eV 2.5 eV 1.9 eV 1.9 eV
2 4.0 eV ••• 3.9 eV ••• 4.7 eV 4.5 eV ••• ••• ••• •••

~weak! ~weak!
3 6.5 eV ••• 6.4 eV 6.9 eV 7.0 eV 6.8 eV 7.1 eV 7.2 eV 7.0 eV 7.0 eV
4 10.2 11.4 10.2 9.9 eV 9.0 eV 9.2 eV 10.7 ••• 9.9 eV 11.4

eV eV eV ~weak! ~weak! eV eV
~weak!

5 14.4 ••• 13.3 13.8 11.1 no 13.9 13.6 eV 13.0 •••
eV eV eV eV data eV eV

6 17.0 ••• ••• ••• 15.0 no ••• ••• ••• 16.3
eV eV data eV

7 21.7 ••• 21.2 ••• no no ••• 26.4 eV 21.1 21.2
eV eV data data eV eV

8 27.0 ••• 30.1 32.7 no no 32.8 39.9 eV 34.5 37.2
eV eV eV data data eV eV eV

9 42.3 48.5 47.6 48.0 no no 49.7 51.2 eV 50.0 46.5
eV eV eV eV data data eV eV eV
d
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remark that the M3 and M2 peaks in our data are not resolve
and that the start of the Ni~M1)-CLIESS spectrum is super
imposed on that of the Ni~M23) curve after an extra energ
loss of; 45 eV. Transmission CLIESS38 and SXAS39 mea-
surements for the L23 absorption in nickel have been pub
lished. BIS has also been used40 to probe the CB DOS of Ni
more directly. The spectra from these measurements s
features in common: an asymmetric peak at threshold
lowed by a more or less featureless tail at higher loss e
gies. This is, in general, what is seen in our Ni~M23)-CLIESS
spectrum19 in Fig. 5 and what is expected from the theore
cal DOS41 with the peak corresponding to the unfilled 3
DOS levels and the tail resulting from a less dense but br
distribution of 4s CB levels.

Consideration of an early Ni~K! SXAS spectrum42 sug-
gests that our Ni curve would be more correct if it showe
step at threshold rather than a peak. This is what one m
expect upon first examining our raw, derivative Ni data
Fig. 1. We should emphasize that this feature of the shap
our finalN(E) depends on the scaling used for the loss tai
the response function19 in Fig. 3.

Finally, to help with the reader’s assessment of our d
processing procedures, Fig. 6 shows the 1st derivatives o
loss-deconvoluted curves in Fig. 5. A 21-point Savitzk
Golay, 1st derivative convolution array16 was used to gener
ate these curves, which, include some smoothing. One
in a comparison between corresponding curves in Figs. 1
6 that, except in the circled region for Al and Be, the da
JVST A - Vacuum, Surfaces, and Films
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processing~1/E correction and loss deconvolution! produces
only subtle changes in the characteristic features of the m
sured data. For the Al and Be data, the largest errors re

FIG. 6. First derivatives of the loss-deconvoluted spectra in Fig. 5. Th
curves should be compared with the corresponding curves in Figs. 1 an
The loss-deconvolutionenhanced errors from our plasmon simulations
occur near threshold for Be and Al have been circled.
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ing from our procedures for separating the CLIESS sig
from the overlapping plasmon spectra occur near thresh
These errors became enhanced in the loss deconvolution
cessing.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Absorption spectra of either x-ray photons or electro
give information about the outer, unoccupied electronic l
els of solids. When the transitions involve a core level, t
information becomes element specific. Much of the literat
has involved transmission of probing beams through t
films. Investigation of the CB DOS information from th
surfaces of solids has been less common. For SXAS, sur
investigations rely on secondary detection schemes43 that uti-
lize the limited mean free paths of low energy electrons
solids. With high energy electron beams, surface sensiti
can, in principle, be obtained by performing CLIESS expe
ments in the reflection mode with glancing incidence.
practice, however, such experiments44 have been found to be
difficult.

Our CLIESS data presented in Fig. 5 were derived fr
data taken in the reflection mode, using low to medium
ergy incident beams. The loss spectra were recorded in
first-derivative mode, which mitigates the slowly varyin
background signal while enhancing the characteristic f
tures of the spectra. For Al and Be, the strong plasmon-
signals made the extraction of the core-level signals a p
lem. For Be, at least, a fairly good simulation of th
plasmon-loss signals in the CLIESS energy region could
made. This evaluation is supported by the good agreeme
features in our Be~K! loss-deconvoluted spectrum in Fig.
with the results of other experimental probes of the CB D
of Be and with theoretical DOS calculations in Table I.

While Al and Be have strong plasmon-loss spectra
pected of free-electron metals, their CLIESS signals are
nificantly different from being simply ‘‘free-electronlike’’.
Their CLIESS signals are also clearly different from o
another, making them useful for sample characterization.
indication of this sensitivity is presented in Fig. 2. The d
ferences in their CB~CLIESS! spectra are greater than tho
found in their valence band~AES! spectra.45,46 Even their
plasmon-loss spectra are markedly different from one
other, and from what one might expect for free-electron m
als.

For the Ni~M23) spectra~Figs. 1, 4 and 6!, plasmon-loss
features were not a problem. The major problem in this c
was an uncertainty in the amount of loss-tail scaling t
should be used in the loss-deconvolution processing.19 The
increased scaling used for the Fig. 5 results was chosen
marily to reduce the average upward slope in the lo
corrected spectrum after the threshold region. Compa
with the scaling choice that one is faced with in dealing w
AES data,20 our choice here was somewhat arbitrary. T
peak at threshold in our Ni~M23) curve in Fig. 5 is closer in
shape to the Ni~L3/L2) SXAS curve39 and to the L23

CLIESS spectrum taken in transmission with 120 keV p
mary electrons38 than it is to published Ni~K! SXAS data.47
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A, Vol. 16, No. 4, Jul/Aug 1998
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This is entirely understandable for the SXAS results due
the fairly stringent selection rules in SXAS. The Ni~K!
SXAS should not be expected to sample the narrow
d-electron distribution above the Fermi level. Our Ni~M23)
spectrum is also similar to the~noncore-level specific! Ni-
BIS spectra.40 One should note, however, that the strength
the initial peak in those BIS data varies greatly with t
isochromat energy used.

Despite the fact that our loss-deconvoluted Al~L23)
CLIESS curve in Fig. 5 is the most suspect in terms of
curacy in shape, it is still similar to the Al~L23) SXAS data3,6

from solid Al up to about 25 eV loss energy.@It is less
similar in shape to the Al~K!-SXAS spectrum.48# As noted
above, however, our results are even closer in shape to
Al ~L23)-SXAS spectrum for liquid Al.34 The reason for this
is not immediately clear.49 Apart from the loss-
deconvolution-enhanced errors just before threshold in
Al ~L23) curve, the major differencevis a visthe correspond-
ing SXAS result for solid Al is in the absence of the pr
nounced minimum at; 30 eV loss energy. The occurrenc
of this deep minimum gives the curve a strong peak ma
mum just below this loss energy. Whether this pea
minimum structure should really be so strong is called in
question by some BIS results,37 suggesting that this structur
is actually the result of an overlap of the primary spectru
with a replica spectrum shifted by the plasmon-loss ener
This type of spectral distortion is typical of what our los
deconvolution technique is designed to remove from
‘‘as-measured’’ data.

Our CLIESS results show that surface-sensitive CB D
information may be obtained in systems designed for A
studies of solid surfaces. While the processing to which
data was subjected would not be necessary in order to fo
changes in the surface CB DOS of a material, it is import
to determine just what physical properties of the mate
govern the shapes of the spectra. These prove to be the
as those that govern corresponding spectral results from
ditional bulk probes such as SXAS and transmiss
CLIESS. All these data are element specific, making th
ideal probes of the local CB DOS about a given type
atom, and hence, of the local chemistry for that type atom
chemical compounds. This information comes not so mu
in terms of ‘‘chemical shifts’’ in threshold energies, bu
rather from the changes in shape of the spectral features14

In this article, we have tried to formulate an objectiv
procedure for extracting CB DOS information from th
CLIESS. In the case of extraneous effects, such as plasm
in Al and Be, it was necessary to resort to empirical metho
We feel that these procedures have had some success i
cases of Al, Be and Ni. Extension of these objective,
though somewhat empirical, prescriptions to other ca
would not be especially difficult and would indicate the
general utility.
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